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Namaste!
  I'M MEHEK

I became a nutrition coach to help people improve their 

health using the local foods that my mother and 

grandmother taught me to prepare. And now, I'm sharing 

them with you! Niramaya is a collection of Indian-inspired 

dips that provide adaptogens, functional ingredients, and a 

little hometown flavor to your busy day.

I grew up eating a naturally plant based diet in New Delhi, but 

after immigrating to the US for an MBA and an opportunity to 

pursue my passions in business and supply chain management, 

I lost balance in my life. I was working 60 hour weeks and 

attending classes on the weekends, and food became difficult 

to fit into my insane schedule. After several years at this pace, 

I was burned-out, exhausted, and in poor health. 

Part of regaining balance in my life meant going back to the 

foods I had grown up eating. I spent time studying nutrition, and 

I changed the way I shopped. Trying to shop for the foods I 

grew up with, however, proved difficult — there was a missing 

gap on grocery shelves that lacked the culturally-rooted Indian 

ingredients that are inherently plant forward. I came to 

understand that the health of my childhood was directly 

connected to the foods I ate and all of the plant and herb 

diversity that was naturally included. And that is when I decided 

to find a way to share these wonderful foods with others. 

Today, I'm excited to share the understanding that I've gained 

through my years as a nutrition coach, and to share the 

wonderful flavors of my home. Our Indian-inspired “Dips for 

Dinner” are ready for dipping with veggies, spreading on a piece 

of naan, or mixing with rice and veggies. My hope is that even 

the busiest lifestyle can experience the benefits of a 

nutrition-dense dip without all the work, helping us all regain a 

little more balance to our busy lives. 


